Overcoming the data center energy crisis facing
IT organizations
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To make matters worse, most data
center infrastructures were not built
to handle today’s growing need for
power. New low-cost technologies
like blade servers can consume 20 to
30 kilowatts of power per rack; while
the average data center that was
designed 10 to 15 years ago can only
support 2 to 3 kilowatts per rack. As
technology continues to refresh every
two to three years, many data centers
may be forced to deal with their inability
to support their installed server base.
Driven by increased consumption
and increasing prices for electricity,
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ships with major power and cooling
equipment vendors that give us exceptional insight into industry trends and
the data center’s changing energy
needs. And unlike most data center
solutions providers, IBM manufactures
a full suite of storage and server products, giving it a strong understanding
of the infrastructure support needs of
your IT equipment.
Beyond the data center energy efficiency
assessment, IBM also offers services
to implement data center efficiency
improvements. We can help ensure that
your data centers and facilities support
your business needs — and that they
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